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Grand Magic Games: First Day Reiultj 
Competition 3 ._, 

| Section j Dl 

1. Saber Tooth 

ra]praln 
D 

5. Mermaid Heel [qJ 
6. Quatro Cerberus ^ 

7. Fairg Tail B □ 

20P 

IBP 

16P 

14P 

3P 

2. Raven Tail 

3. Camia Seale 

H. Blue Pegasus S. Fairg Tail A 

p[g3a[5]a[^D[S]D[S]a[alnB^ 

Battle Section^o[S3d[S]d[SId^ 

i FTA RT 
D □ Cucg vs. Flare [g 

0 BP HH 
□ O Ren vs. AranaD 

i QG ST 
□ □ U/arcrg vs. Olga E □ p 8. Fairg Tail A dp 

D FTB LS 0 K 
□ □ Mgstogan vs. «Jura O □ 

b □ [S] □ [S] □ [a] □ [a] □ [a[D [S] □ Bu 

H Point Kanking]|[ 

^ t. Saber Tooth 

2. Raven Tail 

3. Camia Scale 

^ H. Blue Pegasus 

£ S. Mermaid Heel 

3. Quatro Cerberus 2P 

7. Fairg Tail B i p 

Chapter 175: Drunken Hawk 
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because 
the word 

"surrender* 

has no 











next?!!! Come 
at me!!!! 
let's have 

an exhibition 

How dare you do that to 
Laxus?// You've dragged 

our pride through the 
mud/// Fall in, Laxus's 



Wanna 
face off 
against 

me? 





te
r.

 







He Is the S-Class 
wizard of Quatro 
Cerberus. I often 
ran into him on my 

jobs, so I know just 
how strong he is. 

We've 
fought many 

times, but 
neither of us 
has ever had 

a decisive 
win. 





The 
Mercurius 

Palace 
crumbling. 

And, 
singing 
amid the 
ruins... 



Chapter 176: Chariot 



This is brace. 
Coitipetitors musT 

Run ALDAE THESE 
CQAAECTED LUAR 

CHARIOTS AOD REACH 
THE GOAL UUITHOUT 

PALIIAG. 
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Grand Magic Games: Second Day Results 
(still In progress) 

Chapter 111: Socks 
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She \ \r^ a 
wouldn't \ V'' r 

believe me ' ^- 
if I tried 





It looks like that V Just 

S&SK **»*( match 
guild is in the V MOW. j already 

THEH’RE ELFIRinG 
LIRE A SnFIRE AAD 
DDE PACIIIG DFF!! 

BUT LUHICH DnE LUILL 
niin?! 
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Who do 
you work, 

for?/ 
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My 
Hands 

HI 

mw 



















Fool / 
They got the 
wrong girl/ 

The 
plan was 
a failure, 

Sir. 

Didn't 
you even 

describe her 
to them? 

To further 
Operation 

Eclipse! 



We promise 
to build on 
the victory 

you snatched 
today/ 

91 
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...that one 
who can 
reduce a 
person's 
magic to 
zero in an 
instant. 
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...is that fWlf pm|l What 
it was ^ concerns 
Lucy M me 
they I// most... 
were 
after. 



...Blue 
Pegasus 
reservist, 

Jenny 
Reallte. 
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Right 
now, my 
job is 
to root 
For my 
guild. 

Nothing 
good can 

come from 
fixating on 
a dream. 

Calm down, X> Waak/ 
the match C T was 'so 
is about to / worried/ 

start. 
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WITH Pin-UP 
EHPERIEflCE!! RflD 
SinCE BOTH RRE 

Girls in 
GLASSES! 



. 

I've got a trick 
that will let me 

win this for 
sure!! 
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Pnd last 
night at the 

group dinner, 
I happened to 
discover their 

\ interests. 

R pin-up model \ 
returns after \ 

seven years (still 
unchanged) to do 
a full-nude photo 

spread if she loses? ■ 

They won't even have C 

to think about it. " 
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—the we 
of one girl 
iso very 

small price 
to pay. 
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Chapter 180: Kagura vj. Yu kino 
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Then shall 
we make it 

heavier? 

127 



fives 
on the 
tine? 
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_  ——--— 
-/ That's because 

^WJ Kagura taught 
__■■ me all I know 

about Gravity 
' ^^^^Transformation 

under- 

estimate 

Kagura/ | J>>yirvk , yV^ 

( How? )"^ out from 
under Libra's 

/ Thirteenth 
What is it, gate?// 
Lucy-san? Pid...ljust 

hear that 
^,;,:ili: rv 

The 
thirteenth 

gate? . 

/T 

l lii fy/ Will you 
Wn 1 in force me 

/ m/ 1 to°pen 

H 
132 
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lomvtom 
ncmoum 



How 
and then 

a mermaid 
eats tiger 

meat. 







There is «*> 
another \ 

i Celestial § 
| Wizard here! It r 
\ must be divine i 
^ provenance! ^ 
^ a' 

V 

ZMSzf 
It was the 
end of the 

second 
day of the 

Grand 
Magic 

Games. 

Leaving 
only five 

more 
until that 
fateful 

day. 



Grand Magic Games Results of the 2nd Day 

■Zd.V&AZlym 

1. [Zaven Tall 26P + 10 

2. Saber Tooth 20P + 0 

2. Uvmla Scale 20P + 0 

H. Slue Pegasus 1?p + Q 

5. Quatro Puppg 12p + Q 

6. Mermaid Heel gp + 1Q 

7. Fairg Tall B 2P + 10 

7. Falrg Tall A 2P + 10 

-£> \. [Zaven Tall 3BP 

_£> 2. Saber Tooth 20P 

2. Umia Scale 20P 

H. Mermaid Heel 19P 

5. Blue Pegasus 17P 

6. Quatro Puppg 12P 

£> &. Falrg Tail B 12P 

tv &. Falrg Tail A 12P 

Chapter 18(: Grudges Wrapped in 
the Curtain of Night 
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'Z' In any case, the 
n ' fact that you 

..the device has not^V^" 
yet been activated or m_a9'c 
some filter has been 
installed to ensure 
that no magic has 

seeped out. 

, —- -— /— 
aren't sensing the 
magic means that 
nothing is going 

on right now. 
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Finally/ 
I've found 

you// 



‘IHI 

Er-cMan/ 
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Saber 
Tooth's 

lodgings, 
Crocus 
Garden. 

IBB 







Yes.,. 
I am ready 
to accept 
whatever 

punishment 
you deem 

appropriate. 
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Chapter 181: Ten Key* and Two Kcy$ 
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You have 
already 

gathered 
ten keys to 

the Twelve 
Golden 

















Any 
guild that 
makes their 

friends 
cru... 

...can't 
be called 
a guild at 

aim 
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Rejected Splash Pace 



Afterword 

I participated in the recording of Fairy Tail Web’s radio show. Host¬ 
ing were Tetsuya Kakihara-san (who plays Natsu) and Mai Nakaha- 
ra-san (who plays Juvia), and the guests were Aya Hirano-san (who 
plays Lucy), Rie Kugimiya-san (who plays Happy) and myself. All 
sorts of people showed up, so it was really fun! Still, no matter how 
often it happens, I still get nervous when talking in front of people... 
After the recording, we were supposed to have a drawing to give 
away some presents to the fans who were there in attendance, but 
somehow it turned into a surprise birthday party for me. That seems 
to happen at times on TV, you know? When someone says, “And 
before we go on, we’d just like to say that it’s X-san’s birthday, and 
we’ve got a cake prepared!” Then X-san says, “Are you serious? I 
never suspected a thing!” Only that happened to me for real. After¬ 
wards I heard that the entire cast and staff were in on it, and they 
prepared everything for me in secret. To have a birthday party that 
includes the entire staff (all of whom are really very kind and con¬ 
siderate) and the cast and all the fans... I knew this was an official 
event, and I was supposed to be professional, but I couldn’t help 
but tear up. That’s what happiness is, huh? So I’d like to take this 
opportunity to say thank you to everyone involved! And that cake 
tasted totally awesome! 

J 



At /Card/a Cathedra/... 

.‘Hellooo// 

) :HeIb/ everybody/ 

Lucy: I was thinking we'd change up 
what we're always doing a bit. 

Mira: That's pretty sudden. Whyp 

Lucy: you know... Because this 
time, again, there are a lot of 
questions about the Grand 
Magic Games that we can't 
answer yet. 

Mira: Vou're talking a bit more "real 
world" than usual, huhP 

Lucy: Well, under the dust covers of 
the recent volumes (included 
as bonus pages in the English 
version), Mashima had all this 
awful stuff under there/ 

1 .‘Ah/ That original scheme he 
had for the plotP 

Lucy: So there were a ton of letters 
trying to predict the future. And 
we can't answer those/ 

Mira: Okay, then for this time, we'll 
do some very odd questions 
that we've been asked. 

if you were to take 
the people of the 
gui/d and think of 
them as animals, 
what anima/s would 
they bep 

Lucy: That's a tough one... But I'm 
sure Natsu would be a lizard/ 

Mira: Gray would be a wolf. Erza 
would be... 

):A black panther/ 

Mira: Elfman would be a gorilla, and 
Uisanna a kitten. 

Lucy: Wendy would be a puppy. 

Mira: She does seem the type to 
put out her hand when you say, 
"Shake." 

Lucy: By the way, what about meP 

).*Uucy...hm. you'd be a raccoon. 

•*Huh?/ I think a bunny would 
be better/ 

Mira: And for me, it'd be a sardine. 

What are 
Lucy's and 
Mira's 
favorite 
foodsP 

Lucy: I really love yogurt// 

Mira: ReallyP I never knew. I thought 
for sure you'd like fried foods 
best/ 

Lucy: yeah, well, I can't say I'd turn 
that stuff down. Fried meats 
and such. 

Mira: And for me, it'd be a sardine. 

:you're going to use that for 
every answer, aren't youp 

Just kidding. For me, it's 
actually kuzumochi. I just love 
the texture in my mouth/ 9 

Could you 
two describe 

s something 
interesting 
that you've 
experienced 
recent/yp 

Lucy: "Something interesting"? 

Mira: Got anything? 

Lucy: I don't know... I can't say 
if it's interesting or not, but 
recently I (actually my Paddy) 
paid my landlord S.88 million 
Jewels for seven years of back 
rent. 

the rent on the apartment was 
raised to 80 thousand per 
month// 

Mira: ... Which means? 

.•That in reality, the full amount 
I should have paid was S.92 
million jewels. So I got a bit 
of a break from the landlord. 

: A borderline interesting story, 
huh? 

Lucy: what about you, 
Mira? 

Mira: Me? Well, you 
know about 
Alexandria, right? 

Lucy: Oh, yeah. That dog 
weird bark/ 

Mira: Well a little while ago, it went 
missing in the park. 

Lucy: yeah, yeah? 

Mira: And it went away somewhere. 

Lucy: oh?! Okay, and? 

Mira: The end. 

with the 

Mira: For the time we were on Sirius 
Island? 

Lucy: But we disappeared in 
December of X78H and we 
returned in March of X791. So 
I did a bit of calculating, and 
what I actually owed her was 
5.32 million/ 

Mira: Ah/ You were overcharged/ 

Lucy: So when I asked the landlord 
about it, she said, "I kept 
your room sparkling clean/ Quit 
sweating the small stuff//" 

Mira: Oh, dear. 

.‘What?/ What's so interesting 
about that story?/ 

Mira: Well, it started out as a stray, 
right? So I'm sure it found its 
original owner and is now living 
with that person happily ever 
after/9 

Lucy: Urk... How do you come by 
such an optimistic vision of 
what happened? 

Mira: Either that or it was adopted 
by a dark guild, became its 
greatest wizard-dog, and will 
show up at some point in the 
future to take us on. 

Lucy: But after, I did some more 
digging, and it seems that from 
X786-X790, .•Optimism and extreme, scary 

pessimism in the same story. 



The Fairy Tail Guild is looking for illustrations/ Please send 
in your art on a postcard or at postcard size, and do it in 
black pen, okayp Those chosen to be published will get a 
signed mini poster/ > Make sure you write your real name 
and address on the back of your illustration/ 

▲ This one has a lot of 
energy that really comes 
through/ Wendy/ 

▲ Jellal still has a lot of 
work to do in the future 
too/ 

▲ Nice composition on 
this/ I like how they're 
bumping the backs of their 
hands. 





FROM HIRO n H S H I n fi 

Fairy Tail is going to be a movie!! 
All right!! Everyone out there 
who wished for it, it's come true! I 
think it's going to be a passionate, 
fun story! Were hard at work on it 
now, so look forward to it! 

Original Jacket Design: Hisao Ogawa 



Translation Notes: 

Japanese is a tricky language for most Westerners, and translation is often more 

art than science. For your edification and reading pleasure, here are notes on some 

of the places where we could have gone in a different direction with our transla¬ 

tion of the work, or where a Japanese cultural reference is used. 

Page 6, Cana’s Whisky Bottle 
The label of Kana's whiskey bottle has two phrases. The one in large print is 

Takama-ga-Hara ("The Plains of Fligh Heaven") which is the place of the Gods in the 

Japanese Shinto religion, and the line in small type is Tenjo Tenge Yuiga Dokuson, 

which is the Japanese translation of a quote from the Buddha Sakyamuni, mean¬ 

ing, “In heaven and earth, respect only me." 

Page 19, Wild Fwooh 
I do not definitively know the origin of this phrase, “Wild," followed by, "Fwoo," 

but my guess is that it comes from a combination of Japanese comedians. 

The comedian known as Razor Ramon HG used the, "Fwoo," call often in his 

early-to-mid 2000s media success, and more recently the comedian Sugi-chan 

brought the English word, "Wild," back into the Japanese pubic consciousness 

with his catchphrase, "Wild darou?" ("Wild, right?”) 

Page 20, Pigua Quan 
Bacchus's martial art, Pigua Quan (meaning "hanging chop fist," also called 

Piguaquan, Pi Kua, Piguazhang, and, in Japanese, hikasho) is a real-world mar¬ 

tial art that emphasizes palm techniques. It is said to get its power from subtle 

hip movements and rotation of the arms. 



Page 60, Bacchus's Liquor Bottle 
The kanji on Bacchus's liquor bottle is Kikokusui. The first part, kikoku, is a word relating 

to ghosts who cry because they are left on this world and cannot depart to the next 

one. The final kanji, sui, means "drunkenness." It may be a reference to the sake brand 

"Kikusui," though that sui means "water.” 

Page 105, School Swimsuits 
Most of Japanese junior highs and high schools 

not only have school uniforms, but also uniform 

swimwear for physical education classes. And 

like the school uniforms, the school swimsuits 

have also become fetishized. 

Page 132, Gyo 
The Pisces fish say “gyo'in the first panel of this 

page, which is appropriate because it is one of 

the pronunciations of the Japanese kanji for fish. 

Page 188, Kuzumochi 
Kuzumochi is a block of soft mochi that is covered in the molasses-like kuromitsu 

and kinako, a common soybean flour covering for sweets. Kuzumochi gets its 

name because unlike most mochi, which is made from rice, this is made from the 

roots of the kuzu (kudzu) plant. 



Preview of Fairy Tail volume 34 

We re pleased to presentyou with a preview from Fairy Tail, 

volume 34, now available on digital devices and coming to print in 

January 2014. See our Web site (www.kodanshacomics.com) 

for more details! 



Fro 
thinks 

Is he 
suicidal 













greatest) of all sci-fi 
action manga series. 

The Cyberpunk Legend is Back! 

In deluxe omnibus editions of 600+ pages, 
including ALL-NEW original stories by 
Alita creator Yukito Kishiro! 



has been 
A century ago, the bizarre creatures known as ' 
Titans devoured most of the world’s population^ 
driving the remainder into a walled stronghold.^ 
Now, the appearance of an immense new Tit^fP 
threatens the few humans left, and one restless 
boy decides to seize the chance to fight for his 
freedom, and the survival of his species! 

© Hajime Isayama / Kodansha Ltd. All rights reserved. 



Fairy Tail volume 33 is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents 
are the products of the author's imagination or are used fictitiously. Any 
resemblance to actual events, locales, or persons, living or dead, is entirely 
coincidental. 

AKodansha Comics Trade Paperback Original. 

Fairy Tail volume 33 copyright © 2012 Hiro Mashima 
English translation copyright © 2013 Hiro Mashima 

All rights reserved. 

Published in the United States by Kodansha Comics, an imprint of Kodansha 
USA Publishing, LLC, New York. 

Publication rights for this English edition arranged through Kodansha Ltd., 
Tokyo. 

First published in Japan in 2012 by Kodansha Ltd., Tokyo 
ISBN 978-1-61262-410-5 

Printed in the United States of America. 

www.kodanshacomics.com 
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Translator: William Flanagan 
Lettering: AndWorld Design 



TOMARE! 

You're going the wrong way! 

Manga is a completely different 

type of reading experience. 

To start at the beginning, 

go to the end! 

That's right! Authentic manga is read the traditional Japanese way— 

from right to left, exactly the opposite of how American books are 

read. It's easy to follow: Just go to the other end of the book and read 

each page—and each panel—from right side to left side, starting at 

the top right. Now you're experiencing manga as it was meant to be! 


